
INT 137EV - Exploring Our Voices 
Unit 8 – Section Activity 
 
Identifying Voices 
 
All quarter we have explored how voice is metaphorical and critically embedded 
within the social and cultural fabrics from which a vocal sound emerges (spoken, 
sung, and anything in between). In this Unit, both your readings and lectures 
have prepared you to critically understand how voices—in the complex process 
of sounding—carry meanings that we often associate with markers of identity. 
 
Preparation 
In preparation for section, you will be asked to listen to five different voices; 
some that will be audio only, and others that will be visually embodied (see list 
below).  
 
Step 1  - (Work your way down the list of each voice one at a time.)   
As a first step, listen/watch the first listed voice and just take it in, letting your 
impressions range freely without noting on paper what they might be. 
 
Step 2 – Now do a second listen/watch of the given voice on your list and now 
start to document impressions.   As you document your impressions think about 
addressing the following questions, and jot down your notes so that you can 
read/refer to them in your section discussion: 
 
• What are the first markers of identity you associate with this voice?  If you were 
to identify one dominant category (e.g., gender, race, class, ethnicity, etc.), what 
prominent category first comes to mind? 
 
• What does that marker of identity do for shaping your knowledge of who is this 
voice (even if you recognize the person(s) vocalizing, the point here is not what is 
their name, but what about their voice tells us something about who they are?) 
 
• Are there any qualities of this voice that complicate expectations of behavior or 
expectations of emotion? 
 
• Did context (or lack thereof) play a role in creating your identity of this voice? 
 
• What other noteworthy qualities of identity does this voice convey? 



List of Voices 
 
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Hg_rIqOZHc (start up to 1:40) 
 
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0B44OUTGXmg (0:35-1:40) 
 
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5X3cu1B87k (start up to 0:55) 
 
4. https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xrrv5p (3:30-5:07) 
 
5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6g5KPkZjLU (start up to 0:57) 
 
 
Written Work for your e-portfolio 
From this exercise, select one aspect of a voice or a vocal situation that had 
significance for you.  Relate that moment to an idea, concept, or process of 
analysis that you learnt this week from readings and from lecture that dealt with 
voice and identity.  Write this observation up in a paragraph (blog-post length) 
for your e-portfolio and post it in time for your section. 
 
 
 
 


